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Abstract
This thesis investigates different feature sets that can be used to assess
the cohesion of German texts including aspects of discourse coherence.
The features are used to classify texts in terms of difficulty in a binary
way. We focus on feature sets that were presented within researches
for English and French, but not yet considered for German. This
includes features based on different types of referring expressions, referential features, features based on connectives and features based
on syntactic transitions. The implemented features will be evaluated
on a corpus of German magazine articles that either address children
or adults. The evaluation includes the features that were replicated
from a previous study on this corpus. It is shown that the readability classification based on a combination of the implemented features
and the replicated features results in an accuracy of 89.8%. The best
performing feature subset implemented within this work is based on
types of referring expressions, where especially pronoun frequencies
make important contributions.

1 Introduction
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Introduction

Assessing the difficulty of texts is an emerging field of research in
linguistics and cognitive science. An increasing demand arises from
educational publishers. On the one hand, they aim to find reading
material that suits the competencies of students to make sure that
they understand the text or to offer them the possibility to train their
reading skills. On the other hand, they are interested in understanding how the structure or complexity of a student’s essays influences
the grade level, to improve automated essay grading. Another field
of applications is personalized web search, where it is tried to find
documents in the web based on the reading level of web users [CollinsThompson et al., 2011]. Furthermore, features that are developed to
classify texts in terms of readability can reveal information that can
be used for other types of classifications. Louwerse et al. [2004] found
out that there exists a variation in cohesion across written and spoken
registers.
Whether a text seems easy or difficult to a reader depends on many
different factors. On the one hand, the surface of the text, such as the
number of sentences, and more deeper linguistic characteristics of the
text can influence its comprehensibility. The concept of cohesion is
based on such characteristics. On the other hand, the reader’s competencies regarding reading ability and world or domain knowledge
need to be taken into account [McNamara et al., 2002]. This interaction among the text and the reader is considered when coherence is
analysed. Within this thesis we will explore which characteristics of a
text induce higher cohesion, which aims at classifying a text in terms
of readability.
First, a background section will give an overview of existing approaches to readability assessment and discourse representation where
various indices describe different characteristics of a text. Furthermore, it will introduce an existing experimental setup for German.
The third section describes the feature sets that were implemented
within this work to extend the existing setup. Section 4 will first
describe the experimental procedure used to generate and evaluate
the features. Afterwards we will present the results of the evaluation
which includes also replicated features from Hancke et al. [2012]. The
last section will draw a conclusion and suggest ideas on future work.
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Background

Assessing the difficulty of texts is a persistent challenge in computational linguistics and is traditionally based on considering the surface of a text. The area of natural language processing made significant progress in the last decades, so that new techniques could be
adapted to the tasks of readability classification including aspects of
deeper linguistic structures. The following will give an overview of
traditional and contemporary approaches and focus on two recent research projects on cohesion in English [McNamara et al., 2014] and
French [Todirascu et al., 2013] texts. Afterwards I will introduce a
German experimental setup for readability classification, which was
implemented within the work of Hancke et al. [2012].

2.1

Measuring Readability

Traditional formulas for readability classifications mainly consider the
surface of texts such as the length of a sentence. The Flesch-Kincaid
Grade Level and the Flesch Reading Ease [Kincaid et al., 1975], which
consider the length of the sentences and the number of syllables per
word, were mostly used in the last decades. Another formula which
arose early is based on the idea that commonly well known words are
easier to process in terms of readability [Dale and Chall, 1948]. They
generated a list of 3000 well known words and used corresponding
counts to determine a text’s difficulty.
More recent studies criticize these measures, since they do not investigate any deeper linguistic structures. McNamara et al. [1996] state
that there exist phenomena which decrease such grades but increase
the cohesion of a text in the same time. They present an experiment
where four versions of an English text were generated manually by
manipulating the cohesion of one text. They inserted connectives and
increased the number of overlapping words among sentences. These
modifications resulted in a lower Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level, but increased cohesion.
A widespread tool for evaluation of English text and discourse is
Coh-Metrix 1 [McNamara et al., 2014]. It is used to evaluate English
texts in terms of cohesion in a fully automatic way. The tool computes
1

A web tool and its documentation is provided at http://www.cohmetrix.com/.
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a broad range of fine-grained indices which can be grouped according
to their underlying theoretical constructs, such as referential cohesion,
connectives, lexical diversity, word frequencies, latent semantic analysis or readability measures. Tow tables in the appendix section A
(p.25) list all the features provided in Coh-Metrix. The features based
on referential characteristics among sentences and those based on connectives were adapted to German within this work. The number of
paragraphs per text is one of the descriptive Coh-Metrix features and
was also adapted to German.
• Referential Features. Most of the referential features implemented in Coh-Metrix analyse how much the sentences within
a document correlate with each other, by counting words that
occur in two sentences. The referential indices differ from each
other in terms of the overlaps’ explicitness, so that one index
only takes nouns into account, whereas another index also includes overlaps among pronouns. For each type of explicitness
there is also a variation concerning the distance among overlaps.
Coh-Metrix differentiates between local cohesion, where one sentence is compared to its preceding sentence, and global cohesion,
where every possible sentence pair is checked for overlaps. A
more sophisticated way is considering all the words that refer
to the same entity, i.e. allowing also pronouns to overlap with
a noun given that they refer to the same entity. They provide
a measure based on pronoun anaphora resolution, an automatic
way to generate entity chains. Investigating referential cohesion
is motivated by the assumption that sentences which do not share
overlapping concepts cause cohesive gaps, which can have a negative impact on the reading time [McNamara et al., 2014, p. 63].
However, they state that the performance of anaphora resolution
systems is modest [McNamara et al., 2014, p.51].
• Connectives. Another feature set is based on lists of different types of connectives, depending on the kind of connective
link that is expressed by the word. They differentiate between
causal, temporal, additive, contrastive, logical, positive (e.g. also,
moreover ) and negative (e.g. however, but) connectives. The
motivation behind the consideration of connectives lies in the
assumption that “explicitly linking ideas at the clausal and sentential level” [McNamara et al., 2014, p.46] increases discourse
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cohesion.
McNamara et al. [2006] evaluated some of the referential and connective based features on a corpus of texts that were classified binary
in terms of high and low cohesion by former experiments. They investigated the referential features that are not based on anaphora
resolution, but on overlapping words or lemmas considering also the
parts of speech. They extended the local overlaps to consider not
only 2 adjacent sentences but also 3 and 4 which lead to significant
results for all of them. Furthermore they created a list of positive
causal connectives. A connective feature that was generated based on
this list showed significant differences between the two data sets: The
number of positive causal connectives increased, the higher the level
of cohesion was.
The second research we will present is described within Todirascu
et al. [2013]. They developed 41 features, mostly analysing discourse
structures, and measured how well those features predict the difficulty of French texts that are used for teaching French as a foreign
language. These texts were scaled according to the European standard CERF [Verhelst et al., 2009], which defines 6 levels of foreign
language proficiency. The features were divided into the following six
feature groups: Part of speech tag-based variables, lexical coherence
and entity coherence measures, features investigating entity density
and certain properties of reference chains. Within this work we will
consider the following two feature sets for German.
• Part of speech tag-based variables. This feature set considers occurrences of pronouns, determiners and proper names
and is motivated by the assumption that making use of certain
types of referring expressions influences the cohesive level of a
text. They tested their implemented features on a manually annotated corpus and got significant results for the variables personal pronouns per sentence, definite articles per text and ratio
of proper names per text. More difficult texts tend to contain
less personal pronouns per sentence and more definite articles
per text than easier ones. The present work will explore these
features for German on an automatically preprocessed corpus.
• Entity coherence. According to Todirascu et al. [2013] all the
expressions referring to the same entity build a reference chain.
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These chains were also annotated manually, since they wanted to
investigate if the insignificance of implemented features in other
studies is caused by errors made within the automatic annotation
process. The feature set focuses on the four syntactic functions
an entity can accept within a sentence: subject, object, other
complement or not present in the sentence. To assess the local coherence, they observed how the entities’ syntactic function
changed within two adjacent sentences. They found out that the
following transitions were significant in their manually annotated
test data:
– subject → object transitions seem to occur more frequently
in harder texts
– object → object transitions seem to occur more frequently
in easier texts
– subject → subject transitions seem to occur more frequently
in easier texts 2

2.2

An Experimental Setup

A German setup for coherence assessment was already implemented
within Hancke et al. [2012], where some features were motivated by
Coh-Metrix indices. This setup was used as an experimental base line
for this thesis. They performed readability classification on a German
corpus using traditional features, lexical features, syntactic features,
morphological features and features based on a language model.
2.2.1

The GEO-GEOlino Corpus

Motivated by studies on English texts using the Weekly Reader 3 ,
Hancke et al. [2012] generated a corpus of articles extracted from
the German reportage magazine GEO 4 and the magazine’s children
editions GEOlino 5 . In this way, a corpus of easy and difficult reports was extracted from the web to investigate differences in aspects
of cohesion. For each of the three fields of interest (Human, Nature
and Technology) the number of documents in GEO and GEOlino was
2

However, they state that this feature is rarely observed and therefore it is not clear if the
predictability is similar for other data
3
www.weeklyreader.com
4
http://www.geo.de/
5
http://www.geo.de/GEOlino/
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equal to avoid biases when training the classifier. Information about
the computational preprocessing of the corpus is provided in Hancke
et al. [2012].
2.2.2

Features Explored

They arranged their implemented features into five groups.
The first group (Trad) is composed of three traditional readability
measures that consider sentence length, the number of syllables per
word and the number of characters per word. These features were
chosen despite of the contemporary criticism, since they have been
used as standard measures for many years.
The group of lexical features (Lex) consists of features that are typical for German and of features adapted from the work of Lu [2012],
who implemented them to judge the proficiency of second language
English learners. The 23 lexical features investigate different variations and ratios of lexical words occurring in a text.
The set of syntactic features (Syn) is based on constituency based
parse trees. They focus on three syntactic units (sentences, clauses
and T-Units) which are defined by Lu [2010] and on characteristics
at the phrasal level.
An additional feature set includes language modeling features (Lm)
that are either only word based or additionally mixed with part of
speech information. For both, they trained a unigram, a bigram and
a trigram perplexity model on the easy and on the difficult data of
another corpus, resulting in 12 Lm features. The reason for training the models on other data was to ensure that the results can be
generalized across corpora [Hancke et al., 2012].
The morphological features (Morph) are highly related to the complex morphological structure of German and can be subdivided into
inflectional, derivational and compound features. For verbal inflections they considered mood, person and tense, for nominal inflections
only case. The derivational features consider for each of 25 derivational suffixes the Suffix-Token Ratio, the Suffix-Noun Ratio and the
Suffix-Derived Noun Ratio. For compounds, the number of words
that form a compound and the number of compounding components
represents a feature.
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Results

To evaluate the computed features, Hancke et al. [2012] used WEKA6 ,
a tool that provides a broad range of machine learning algorithms
for data mining tasks [Hall et al., 2009]. They chose the Sequential
Optimization (SMO) algorithm to train binary classifiers on different
subsets and of combinations of these subsets. The 95 Morph features
performed the best with an accuracy of 85.4%, followed by the feature sets Trad and Lex, both showing up about 82% accuracy. The
Syn and Lm features performed worse with an accuracy of about
77%. Combining all the features resulted in an accuracy of 89.7%.
The results show that the traditional approach of assessing readability was improved by adding more sophisticated features that reveal
deeper linguistic structures. However, the only stand-alone feature
set that outperforms traditional measures was the set of Morph features. This experimental setup is extended within this thesis, where
four additional feature sets were implemented. The following will
demonstrate their theoretical examination.

3

Features for Cohesion Assessment

Within this thesis 41 features were implemented to classify texts in
terms of cohesion. These features can be grouped into 4 feature sets:
referring expression based features (PrepDet), referential features
(Ref), features based on connectives (Conn) and features based on
syntactic transitions (Tran). Additionally, the number of paragraphs
was counted. The implementation of the features was motivated by
previous researches on cohesion of English and French texts [McNamara et al., 2014, Todirascu et al., 2013] and adapted to German.

3.1

Features on Types of Referring Expressions
(PrepDet)

The investigation of features based on parts of speech is presented
within Todirascu et al. [2013] and Pitler and Nenkova [2008] and concerns frequencies of pronouns, determiners and proper names. According to Hasan [1976], making use of certain referring expressions
6

http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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can lead to higher cohesion, since they construct a cohesive link to
a specific referent, which is sometimes introduced earlier in the text.
This way, a definite article links the corresponding noun to another
sentence containing the information that introduces the entity [Hasan,
1976]. Thus, definite articles can be thought of increasing textual cohesion. The RFTagger [Schmid and Laws, 2008] identifies the parts of
speech for German in a more fine-grained way. The underlying tagset
is based on the Stuttgart Tübingen Tagset(STTS ) [Schiller et al., 1995]
but includes also morphological information such as the plurality and
gender for nouns or the tense for finite verbs. In contrast to STTS,
it differentiates between definite and indefinite articles, which is necessary for the intended investigation. The following lists the features
implemented for this feature set:
• ratio of pronouns to nouns
• avg. proportion of pronouns per sentence and per text
• avg. proportion of personal pronouns per sentence and per text
• avg. proportion of possessive pronouns per sentence and per text
• avg. proportion of definite articles per sentence and per text
• ratio of proper names per text
The first feature shows how often pronouns occur with respect to
the frequency of nouns. The following features consider the average
proportions of pronouns in general, personal pronouns, possessive pronouns and definite articles per text and per sentence. The average
proportion of an item per sentence takes into account the sentence
length. If a sentence of length 8 contains 2 pronouns and another
sentence of length 4 contains 1 pronoun, then the pronoun proportion
of both is the same. Thus, these features give the same weight to
short and long sentences. An additional feature investigates the ratio
of proper names per text.

3.2

Referential Features (Ref)

The following describes the referential features that were implemented
for this work. To compute most of the referential indices we count
how often two sentences have at least one item in common. Since
most of the indices do not consider the length of a sentence pair or
the number of overlapping words, these indices are binary. Only the
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measures based on content word overlaps take into account how many
overlaps occur with respect to the length of a sentence pair. Reusing
the description of features in Coh-Metrix for a German application
caused some changes due to different morphological structures of the
languages. The following describes the re-implemented referential cohesion indices.
1. Noun overlap: The noun overlap indices count sentence pairs
that contain at least one overlapping noun. Coh-Metrix does
not allow for different word forms among overlaps. Thus, for
English texts the words need to match in terms of plurality.
For German this constraint is stronger than for English because
of a more complex morphological structure. The two words
HäuserN OM,P lural [houses] and HäusernDAT,P lural [houses] do match
in plurality, but differ in case. Therefore they are not considered
as a noun overlap within these indices. The index local noun
overlap computes the average number of sentences that have an
exact noun overlap to the previous sentence. The index global
noun overlap computes the average number of all possible sentence pairs that contain an overlapping noun.
2. Argument overlap: The argument overlap indices count sentence pairs that contain at least one argument overlap. McNamara et al. [2014] count overlapping nouns, where plurality does
not need to match (family↔families), and exactly overlapping
pronouns (he ↔ he, their ↔ their ). In natural language processing a noun is mostly lemmatized, when the plurality does
not need to match. A lemma in a linguistic sense is the dictionary form of a certain word form. For German nouns, a
lemmatizer does not only lead to ignoring plurality, but also
to removing information about the word’s case. Therefore, not
only the number but also the case of the given noun is ignored.
Thus, we check for matching lemmas (HäuserN OM,P lural [houses]
↔ HausesGEN,Singular [house]). Similar to the noun overlaps, there
exists an index for the local argument overlaps and one for the
global argument overlaps.
3. Stem overlap: The indices for stem overlaps count sentences
that contain a noun that overlaps with a content word’s stem
contained in another sentence. A list of STTS part of speech
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tags, which refer to content words was adopted from Hancke
[2013]. The list mainly includes modal and full verbs, nouns,
adjectives and adverbs. This measure aims to relax the noun
constraint, so that the noun LäuferN N [runner ] would match the
verb laufenV V IN F [to run]. Problematic to the stem overlap feature is the fact that the stemming tool does not perform well for
German. The Tartarus Snowball Stemmer 7 for German, which is
based on an algorithm described within Porter [1980], was used
to stem the lemmas instead of the tokens themselves. Also for
the stem overlap, the global correspondent was implemented.
4. Content word overlap: This measure indicates the proportion
of explicit content words that overlap between two sentences taking into account the total number of content words contained in
the sentence pair. It is the only measure within the referential
features that is not binary and therefore useful for investigations,
where the lengths of the sentences need to be taken into account.
Coh-Metrix compares exact word forms. However, since the German morphology is more complex, lemmas were compared within
this thesis. For adjectives the comparative forms share the same
lemma (gut ADV [well ] ↔ besser ADV [better ]). The global correspondent is the proportion of explicit content words that overlap
between pairs of sentences which do not need to be adjacent.
For German a stem overlap does not occur often, due to more complex morphological structures. Considering the root of a word might
be more helpful than comparing stems. As an example, the root
of the noun Häufigkeit N N [frequency] and the root of the adjective
häufig[frequent] are the same (hauf ), whereas their stems (haufig 6↔
hauf ) do not match. Productive compounding prevents matches between words that would have been matching in English, where compounds also exist as spaced forms (e.g. football shoe vs. Fußballschuh).
Applying a compound splitter first might improve the results. Additionally, the lexical semantic word net for German GermaNet [Henrich and Hinrichs, 2010] could be used to compute how often two sentences share words from a certain word class, such as Gefühl [emotion],
Geschehen[event], Motiv [reason], since semantic relatedness increases
cohesion.
7

http://snowball.tartarus.org/algorithms/german/stemmer.html
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Features based on Connectives (Conn)

Connectives are used to connect concepts within a text. The types
of connectives describe the relation between the connected concepts.
Out of the subclasses suggested by McNamara et al. [2014], the following were chosen to investigate for German:
• causal connectives
e.g. daher [therefore], weil [because]
• logical connectives
consisting of und [and ], oder [or ] and wenn ... dann [if ... then]
• temporal connectives
e.g. dann [then], danach [afterwards]
• additive connectives
e.g. außerdem [furthermore], und [and ]
• adversative connectives
e.g. wohingegen [whereas]
• all connectives8
The lists of the namend connectives are taken from Eisenberg et al.
[2009], a standard reference for German grammar. Since there were no
predefined lists for positive and negative connectives available, these
two subclasses of connectives were not investigated. The adversative
connectives include also the Eisenberg et al. [2009]’s list of concessive connectives, since both types express a contrast and therefore
are closely related to each other. The same holds for conditional connectives, which are included in the list of causal connectives, since
Eisenberg et al. [2009] consider them as causal connectives in the
“broader sense”[Eisenberg et al., 2009, p.1085].
The computed features represent incidence scores, which point out
how often a connective or a certain type of connectives occurs per
1000 words. For each group of connectives, the following procedure is
employed for every sentence:
1. count all the multiword connectives which do not allow for a
distance in between them (e.g. ohne dass [a subordinating conjunction meaning without])

8

By all connectives the union of all the named subclasses is meant
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2. count all the multiword connectives which allow for a distance
in between them (e.g. weder ... noch [neither ... nor ]), provided
that it was not already counted by 1.
3. count all the single word connectives, provided that it was not
already counted by 1 or 2
This procedure avoids that a connective is counted twice within a
group of connectives, but still allows to count them multiple times
throughout all the connective types. Multiword connectives, which
span across sentence boundaries are not counted.
A limitation of these features concerns two types of ambiguity in the
list of connectives. First, it is not guaranteed that a string contained
in the list is a connective in the context it is found. The following
shows that the word plötzlich [suddenly/sudden] can be interpreted as
a connective in example 1, but not in example 2.
(1) PlötzlichADV begann es zu regnen.
Suddenly it started to rain.
(2)

Der plötzlicheADJA Reichtum ist gefährlich.
The sudden wealth is dangerous.

Thus, at least the part of speech of the connectives found in the
context should be considered, so that adjectives are not taken into
account. The implemented features for German only consider words
that are tagged as conjunction, adverb, pronominal adverb or adposition, since these parts of speech are required to capture most of
the intended readings in the list of connectives. Table 3.1 provides
German example connectives for every included part of speech tag.
Filtering by part of speech avoids that the adjective plötzlich [sudden] in example 2 is counted as a connective. However, there are also
cases where the part of speech is not sufficient to distinguish between
connectives and non-connectives, as in the following examples:
(3) Die Erklärung war sehr gut. SoADV begann er zu verstehen,
wie es funktionieren sollte.
The explanation was very clear. So he started to understand how
it should work.
(4)

Es ist soADV kalt draußen.
It is so cold outside.
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STTS Tag
KON
KOUS
KOUI
APP*
ADV
PAV

Description
coordinating conjunction
subordinating conjunction
subordinating conjunction
with infinitive construction
preposition or postposition
adverb
pronominal adverb

13
Example Connective
jedoch, denn
nachdem, da
anstatt (zu), ohne (zu)
trotz, dank
bislang, später
trotzdem, deswegen

Table 3.1: This table lists the STTS part of speech tags that can be assigned
to connectives. The lists of connectives were taken from Eisenberg
et al. [2009].

The second type of ambiguity refers to the ambiguity existing between subclasses of connectives. Some connectives are included in
multiple subclasses, but the sense within a certain context is mostly
restricted to one subclass. The connective wenn can be used as a
temporal [when] or a causal [if ] connective. In some context, even
humans cannot distinguish among the classes.
A more sophisticated automatic approach to handle ambiguities
based on part of speech tags would require to assign a tag to each
connective by investigating all the possible meanings of a connective
in the corresponding subclass. This would enable the investigation
of connectives with a part of speech that is normally not considered
as being appropriate for connectives. This holds especially for connectives that consist of multiple tokens, as illustrated in example 5.
Within the implementation for this work, a past participle (VVPP ) is
not considered a connective and therefore it is not recognized. However, this procedure would require a fine-grained alignment of the
STTS tags and the parts of speech assigned to connectives by Eisenberg et al. [2009] and would exceed the scope of this work. Furthermore it is not known if this affects the results concerning cohesion.
(5) AbgesehenV V P P vonAP P R dem schlechten Wetter hatten wir
einen schönen Urlaub.
Apart from the bad weather we had a nice vacation.

3.4

Features based on Syntactic Transitions (Tran)

Todirascu et al. [2013] investigate the syntactic functions of entities
occurring in a text. They manually annotated the expressions that
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refer to the same entity and observed the entity’s syntactic function.
Afterwards they analysed how the function changes throughout two
adjacent sentences. They refer to Pitler and Nenkova [2008] who
calculated the relative frequency of possible transitions between syntactic functions based on an entity coherence model for English texts
[Barzilay and Lapata, 2008]. First, it will be shown how entities and
syntactic functions can be extracted from dependency trees. Afterwards, the mentioned entity coherence model will be introduced to
illustrate how the probabilities were calculated.
3.4.1

Extraction of Entities and Syntactic Functions

Within this thesis the dependency parser Bohnet and Kuhn [2012]
was used to extract both, the entities themselves and their syntactic
functions. The German parsing model is described in Seeker and
Kuhn [2012]. Following Pitler and Nenkova [2008], we consider all
noun phrases which share the same head noun as referring to the
same entity. According to this theory, the noun phrase in example 6
refers to the same entity as the noun phrase in sentence 7. Therefore
they represent one entity and the syntactic function of that entity
changes from subject in example 6 to object in example 7.
(6) [Der kleine Junge]N P,Subject malt schöne Bilder.
[The small boy]N P,Subject paints nice pictures.
(7)

Die Eltern loben [den fleißigen Jungen]N P,Object .
The parents praise [the hardworking boy]N P,Object .

Barzilay and Lapata [2008] define four possible functions that can
be performed by an entity in a sentence: subject(S), object(O), other
complement(X) or not present in the sentence(N). These functions
were adapted to German and extracted from dependency parse trees.
Table 3.2 lists, which tree labels were considered to belong to one of
the caterogries S, O or X. The union of the three sets represents all
the entities found in the text. It can later be used to generate for
every sentence the fourth set N (not occurring in the sentence). As
described before, only the nouns that represent the head of a noun
phrase can represent an entity. It is checked for every occurring noun
in a sentence, whether it falls into one of the three function categories,
by considering its dependency label and in two cases also the labels of
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other dependent tokens. Nouns labeled with NK (noun kernel modifier ) can be part of any of the three functions. Therefore the head
needs to be considered, as can be seen in figure 3.1. The noun Sandy is
labeled as NK with a preposition as its head. If the preposition is labeled as a prepositional object (OP), the noun is considered an object.
In all the other cases (e.g. if the preposition is marked as a modifier)
it is counted as other complements. Furthermore it is necessary to
treat conjuncts in a special way: If the noun under consideration is
a conjunct (CJ ), the label of its closest dependent token determines
the noun’s function. To get the function subject for the entity Lucy
in example 3.1 the label of John (SB ) needs to be considered.
subjects

- subjects (SB)
- noun kernel modifiers (NK): consider the head
- conjuncts (CJ): consider the closest head that is not a
conjunct or coordinating conjunction
objects
- accusative objects (OA,OA2)
- dative objects (DA)
- genitive objects (OG)
- prepositional objects (OP)
- noun kernel modifiers (NK): consider the head
- conjuncts (CJ): consider the closest head that is not a
conjunct or coordinating conjunction
other
- genitive attributes (AG)
complements - parentheses (insertions) (PAR)
- appositions (APP)
- noun kernel modifier (NK): consider the head
- conjuncts (CJ): consider the closest head that is not a
conjunct or coordinating conjunction

Table 3.2: For each of the three functions subject, object, and other complement
a set of entities can be extracted from dependency trees. This is done
by considering the label of every noun occurring in the tree. The
table lists for every function the possible dependency labels.

3.4.2

Feature Calculation

To illustrate how the features were calculated within this work, the
following will introduce the term Entity Grid [Barzilay and Lapata,
2008]. An Entity Grid illustrates the information about entities and
their functions in a structured way. Serving as example, we assume
that the preceding sentences (6 and 7) were the first two sentences
of a text containing i sentences and the noun boy would correspond
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Figure 3.1: This figure visualizes the output of the dependency parser, which
was used to extract entities and functions.

to Entity 1, with a total number of n entities throughout the whole
text. This leads to an exemplary Entity Grid represented in table 3.3,
where a transition from S to O is given for Entity 1 from Sentence 1
to Sentence 2.
Sentence
Sentence
Sentence
Sentence
Sentence

1
2
3
...
i

Entity 1
S
O
S
N
O

Entity 2
O
X
N
N
N

Entity 3
N
N
N
S
X

...
...
...
...
...
...

Entity n
N
S
N
N
N

Table 3.3: For every sentence, a syntactic function is assigned to all the entities that occur in the text (including N meaning not present in the
sentence). n is the number of entities in the text and i the number
of sentences.

The features represent the average probability of each possible transition occurring in a text. The probability of a certain transition in a
text is calculated as follows, where F1 and F2 refer to two syntactic
functions (e.g. S and O), i is the number of sentences, and n the
number of entities:
Pr(F1 → F2 ) =

4

Count(F1 → F2 )
(i − 1) ∗ n

Experiments and Results

All the classification experiments were performed on the GEO-GEOlino
corpus [Hancke et al., 2012] which was introduced in section 2.2.1.
Their preprocessing procedure was modified, since new versions of the
preprocessing tools were available. Due to technical problems during
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the calculation of the new features, some files had to be excluded 9 .
To conduct a meaningful analysis and comparison to their implementation results, all their available feature calculations and evaluations
were replicated using the same preprocessing procedure. The only
feature that was computed on another version of the corpus was the
number of paragraphs, since line breaks were not included in the current corpus version.
Following Hancke et al. [2012], all the classification models were
created by employing the Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO)
algorithm, which is available with the machine learning tool WEKA
[Hall et al., 2009]. To assess the quality of the classifier, we use 10-fold
cross validation and present the overall accuracy [Hancke et al., 2012].
The following will first present the most predictive features implemented within this thesis. Then we will consider the results of the
feature groups and further investigate their combinations, also including the features adapted from Hancke et al. [2012].

4.1

Most Predictive Features

WEKA [Hall et al., 2009] provides an algorithm for Information Gain,
which extracts the most predictive features. Table 4.1 lists the ten
most predictive features, which all together yield an accuracy of 76.1%.
The 5 best features belong to the set which is based on types of referring expressions (PrepDet). Remarkably, these five features do
all investigate pronouns. The features that explore determiners or
proper names performed worse and are not part of the top 10 features. The local content word overlap is the only referential features
in the given list. In contrast to all the other local overlap features, this
measure takes into account the length of the sentences that share the
overlapping word10 . Furthermore the average probabilities of the two
transitions N → N and N → O are part of the best performing features. They might be more reliable since they occur more often than
transitions that do not contain an N. Another feature that predicts
readability relatively well in combination with all the other features
is the number of paragraphs in the text.
9

From both sub-corpora (GEO and GEOlino) 4 files were excluded, keeping the number of
files per genre equal
10
The number of content words throughout the sentence pair is considered as the length of the
sentence.
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avg. proportion of personal pronouns per text
avg. proportion of pronouns per text
ratio of pronouns to nouns
avg. proportion of personal pronouns per sentence
avg. proportion of pronouns per sentence
local content word overlap
num of Paragraphs
avg. probability of N → N transition
incidence of causal connectives
avg. probability of N → O transition
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Feature Set
PrepDet
PrepDet
PrepDet
PrepDet
PrepDet
Ref
Tran
Conn
Tran

Table 4.1: According to Information Gain, these are the ten most predictive
features.

4.2

Feature Groups and Combinations

To evaluate the performance of the feature groups separately, a classifier was trained on various feature subsets. Table 4.2 shows for each
of the four implemented feature groups how well they performed in
terms of overall accuracy. The features based on types of referring
expressions (PrepDet) outperform the other feature groups investigated within this thesis, with an accuracy of 74.6%. The second
best performing set is based on connectives (Conn, 65.4%), closely
followed by the referential features considering overlaps between sentences (Ref, 62.8%). Remarkably low is the accuracy of the features
based on syntactic transitions (Tran, 51.4%), which suggests that
GEO and GEOlino do not show differences when considering only
this feature set. This result strengthens the assumption of Todirascu
et al. [2013], who state that the significant results within their study
might be achieved due to manual annotations. However, another reason for the different results of the studies might lay in the underlying
data [Todirascu et al., 2013]. Moreover, the transitions that showed
significance within their study might have rarely been observed within
this thesis. The paragraph count per text (50.8%) does not seem to
differ among the datasets, but it slightly improved the result for the
total feature set (All) by approx 0.8%. This lead to an accuracy of
77.9% with the total set of 41 features. Classifiers were also trained
on all possible combinations of the four subsets. The best performing
combination (77.0%) contains the PrepDet, Conn and Ref feature
groups, followed by the same set excluding the referential features
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(76.5%). This shows that the PrepDet features do not only perform
well independently as can be seen in the most predictive features, but
also as a feature group.
Feature Set
PrepDet
Ref
Conn
Tran
number of Paragraphs
PrepDet & Conn & Ref
PrepDet & Conn
All

Num. Features
10
8
6
16
1
24
16
41

Accuracy
74.6%
62.8%
65.4%
51.4%
50.8%
77.0%
76.5%
77.9%

Table 4.2: The accuracy of all the feature sets implemented within this thesis
and of several set combinations.

4.3

Combinations with Replicated Features

Almost all the features presented in Hancke et al. [2012] could be
replicated.11 Due to time issues, the Language Modeling features and
some other individual features could not be replicated. This resulted
in a set of 137 replicated features (instead of 155) with an accuracy of
88.7% (instead of 89.7%). Thus, the corresponding evaluation results
listed in table 4.3 do not show remarkable differences towards the
original feature results. Remarkably, the best result gained within this
work (89.8%) was not achieved by putting together all the replicated
and new developed features (89.5%), but by excluding those based on
syntactic transitions (Tran).
Since the traditional features sentence length, word length and syllables per word are often used as a baseline in readability assessment,
a classifier was trained on a combination of them (Trad) and all the
features implemented within this thesis (All Thesis), which lead to
an accuracy of 84.4%. This result shows for our dataset that adding
the cohesive information described within this thesis to traditional
readability measures improves the classification of GEO and GEOlino
texts by approximately 3%.
Information Gain was also used to evaluate the whole resulting
feature set. The ten most predictive features within the total set of
11

Section 2.2.3 presents their results.
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178 features include Lex features, Morph features, Syn features and
4 of the PrepDet features that were also among the top 10 features
implemented within this thesis (Table 4.1 on page 18). Training a
classifier on the ten most predictive features results in an accuracy of
84.6%.
Feature Set
Trad
Lex
Syn
Morph
All Replicated
All Thesis & All Replicated
All Thesis(excluding Tran)
& All Replicated
All Thesis & Trad

Num. Features
3
23
24
90
137
178

Accuracy
81.2%
81.2%
74.6%
85.0%
88.7%
89.5%

163

89.8%

44

84.4%

Table 4.3: The accuracy of replicated features from Hancke [2013] and several
combinations with features implemented within this thesis.

5

Conclusion

The underlying work gives an overview of approaches to readability
classification for German by focusing on studies aiming at classifying
English and French texts. Motivated by these studies, four feature
sets were adapted to German: features based on types of referring
expressions, referential features, features based on lists of connectives
and features based on syntactic transitions.
The empirical baseline was adopted from Hancke et al. [2012], who
generated a corpus containing an equal number of easy and difficult
texts and implemented lexical, morphological, syntactic and language
modeling features. The features that could be replicated from their
work and the features implemented within this thesis were then evaluated following the methods applied in Hancke et al. [2012]. This
procedure ensures that the results of their work and the results of
this thesis are comparable. Out of the four new feature sets, the features based on referring expression performed best. This conclusion
is drawn from the two applied evaluation methods. Information Gain
was used to extract the ten most predictive features out of the 41 features described within this work. Five of these features belong to the
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group of PrepDet features, and are all based on pronoun frequencies. The second evaluation approach is the consideration of feature
subsets, where the group of PrepDet features (74.6%) outperforms
the second best feature group (Conn) by 9.2%. However, none of
the feature sets outperforms independently the replicated traditional
measures, which often serve as a baseline for readability classification.
Furthermore it was analysed how the implemented features perform
in combination with the replicated features. The best result (89.8%)
was achieved by excluding the features based on syntactic transitions.
This features set performs worse as a stand-alone group, with an accuracy of 51.4%. Within Todirascu et al. [2013], this feature set was
based on manual annotations to avoid errors caused by automatic
annotations. Since this feature set is based on the investigation of
entities, an automatic process of anaphora resolution might improve
the results. The approach described in this work does not consider
any pronouns. However, pronouns are crucial elements when it comes
to the observation of entities. Thus, this feature set should either be
evaluated on manual annotated data or its implementation should be
based on a more complex entity recognition approach.
For future work, those features that could not be replicated from
Hancke et al. [2012], especially the language modeling features, should
be integrated into the evaluation. In addition it should be considered,
how often the investigated items were actually observed. Certain
syntactic transitions might occur so rarely that the results are not
insightful enough to judge about their significance.
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An Overview of Existing Feature Implementations

The following appendix tables list for all the features described within
[McNamara et al., 2014] and [Todirascu et al., 2013] if an equivalent is
found in the German implementation setup. Comment a shows that
the feature or a similar feature was implemented within Ichin-Norbu
[2012]. Comment b means that the feature or a similar feature was
implemented within Hancke [2013].
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These are the features described within the study of Todirascu et al. [2013]:
Feature Set

Variable

POS tag-based variables

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

ratio between pronouns and nouns
avg. proportion of pronouns per sentence
avg. proportion of pronouns per word
avg. proportion of personal pronouns per sentence
avg. proportion of personal pronouns per word
avg. proportion of possessive pronouns per sentence
avg. proportion of possessive pronouns per word
avg. proportion of definite articles per sentence
avg. proportion of definite articles per sentence
ratio of proper names per word

Lexical coherence measures

11

avg. similarity between adjacent sentences projected
in a LSA space
word overlap (number of words in two consecutive sentences
lemma overlap
noun and pronouns overlap based on their lemmas
noun and pronouns overlap based on their inflected
forms

12
13
14
15

Feature

-

B.A.Thesis
-

16-28

Entity density

29
30
31
32

avg.
avg.
avg.
avg.

proportion of entities per document
number of entities per sentences
proportion of unique entities per document
number of words per entity

-

reference chains

33

proportion of indefinite Nps included in a reference
chain
proportion of definite Nps included in a reference chain
proportion of personal pronouns included in a reference chain
proportion of possessive determiners included in a reference chain
proportion of demonstrative determiners included in a
reference chain
proportion of demonstrative pronouns included in a
reference chain
proportion of reflexive pronouns included in a reference chain
proportion of proper nouns included in a reference
chain
avg. length of reference chains

-

36
37
38
39
40
41

comment

B.A.Thesis
B.A.Thesis
B.A.Thesis
B.A.Thesis
B.A.Thesis
B.A.Thesis
B.A.Thesis
B.A.Thesis
B.A.Thesis
B.A.Thesis

Entity coherence

34
35

Relative frequency of the possible transitions between
the four syntactic functions played by the entity in
sentence n+1: subject (S), object (O), other complements (C), and (N) when the entity is absent .

equivalent
for German

B.A.Thesis

-
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These are the Coh-Metrix features 1 to 41:
Feature
Set

Variable

Descriptive

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Text
Easability
Principal
Component
Scores

12 - 27

Referential
Cohesion

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

LSA

Lexical
Diversity

Connectives

Feature

equivalent
for German

Paragraph count, number of paragraphs
Sentence count, number of sentences
Word count, number of words
Paragraph length, number of sentences, mean
Paragraph length, number of sentences, standard deviation
Sentence length, number of words, mean
Sentence length, number of words, standard deviation
Word length, number of syllables, mean
Word length, number of syllables, standard deviation
Word length, number of letters, mean
Word length, number of letters, standard deviation
see [McNamara et al., 2014] for further information

36
37
38
39

Noun overlap, adjacent sentences, binary, mean
Argument overlap, adjacent sentences, binary, mean
Stem overlap, adjacent sentences, binary, mean
Noun overlap, all sentences, binary, mean
Argument overlap, all sentences, binary, mean
Stem overlap, all sentences, binary, mean
Content word overlap, adjacent sentences, proportional, mean
Content word overlap, adjacent sentences, proportional, standard deviation
Content word overlap, all sentences, proportional, mean
Content word overlap, all sentences, proportional, standard deviation
Anaphor overlap, adjacent sentences
Anaphor overlap, all sentences

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

LSA
LSA
LSA
LSA
LSA
LSA
LSA
LSA

48
49
50
51

Lexical
Lexical
Lexical
Lexical

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

All connectives incidence
Causal connectives incidence
Logical connectives incidence
Adversative and contrastive connectives incidence
Temporal connectives incidence
Expanded temporal connectives incidence
Additive connectives incidence
Positive connectives incidence
Negative connectives incidence

overlap, adjacent sentences, mean
overlap, adjacent sentences, standard deviation
overlap, all sentences in paragraph, mean
overlap, all sentences in paragraph, standard deviation
overlap, adjacent paragraphs, mean
overlap, adjacent paragraphs, standard deviation
given/new, sentences, mean
given/new, sentences, standard deviation
diversity,
diversity,
diversity,
diversity,

type-token ratio, content word lemmas
type-token ratio, all words
MTLD, all words
VOCD, all words

comment

B.A.Thesis
found
B.A.Thesis
found
found
found
-

B.A.Thesis
B.A.Thesis
B.A.Thesis
B.A.Thesis
B.A.Thesis
B.A.Thesis
B.A.Thesis
B.A.Thesis
found
B.A.Thesis
B.A.Thesis
B.A.Thesis
B.A.Thesis
B.A.Thesis
B.A.Thesis
-
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These are the Coh-Metrix features 42 to 108:
Feature
Set

Variable

Situation
Model

61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

Syntactic
Complexity

Syntactic
Pattern
Density

Word
Information

Readability

Feature

equivalent for German

comment

Causal verb incidence
Causal verbs and causal particles incidence
Intentional verbs incidence
Ratio of casual particles to causal verbs
Ratio of intentional particles to intentional verbs
LSA verb overlap
WordNet verb overlap
Temporal cohesion, tense and aspect repetition, mean

-

a
a
a
a
a

69
70
71
72
73
74
75

Left embeddedness, words before main verb, mean
Number of modifiers per noun phrase, mean
Minimal Edit Distance, part of speech
Minimal Edit Distance, all words
Minimal Edit Distance, lemmas
Sentence syntax similarity, adjacent sentences, mean.
Sentence syntax similarity, all combinations, across
paragraphs, mean

found
-

76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83

Noun phrase density, incidence
Verb phrase density, incidence
Adverbial phrase density, incidence
Preposition phrase density, incidence
Agentless passive voice density, incidence
Negation density, incidence
Gerund density, incidence
Infinitive density, incidence

84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105

Noun incidence
Verb incidence
Adjective incidence
Adverb incidence
Pronoun incidence
First person singular pronoun incidence
First person plural pronoun incidence
Second person pronoun incidence
Third person singular pronoun incidence
Third person plural pronoun incidence
CELEX word frequency for content words, mean
CELEX Log frequency for all words, mean
CELEX Log minimum frequency for content words,
mean
Age of acquisition for content words, mean
Familiarity for content words, mean
Concreteness for content words, mean
Imagability for content words, mean
Meaningfulness, Colorado norms, content words, mean
Polysemy for content words, mean
Hypernymy for nouns, mean
Hypernymy for verbs, mean
Hypernymy for nouns and verbs, mean

106
107
108

Flesch Reading Ease
Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level
Coh-Metrix L2 Readability

a

-

b
b

found
-

b
b

b
b

found
-

b
b
b

-

a
a
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